
THE THREE MODELS INTRODUCED 

Our discussion of the patterns of interelationship among the political and media system 
characteristics discussed in this capter will be organized around three models, which are 
summarized in tables 4.1 and 4.2. The basic caracteristic of these models are described 
here. In part II. 

Table 4.1 the three models: media system caracteristics 

  Mediterranean or 
polarized plularist 
model  

Northern european or 
democratic 
corporatist model  

North atlantic or 
liberial model  

   France, greece, italy, 
portugal, spain 

 Australia, belgium, 
denmaark, finland, 
germany, netherlands 
norway, sweden, 
switzerland 

 Britain, united states, 
canada, ireland 

 Newspaper industry Low newspaper 
circulation: elite 
politically oriented 
press  

 High newspaper 
circulation; early 
development of mass-
circulate press  

 Medium newspaper 
circulation erly 
development of mass-
circulation 
commercial press 

 Political parallelism  High political 
paralelism: external 
pluralism, comentary-
oriented journalism; 
parliemntary or 
goverment models of 
broadcast 
govermance-politics-
over-broadcasting 
systems 

 external pluralism 
especially in nasional 
press; history cally 
strong party press; 
shift toward neutral 
commercial press; 
politics-in-
broadcasting  system 
with substantial 
autonomy 

 Neutral commercial 
press information-
oriented journalism; 
internal pluralism (but 
external pluralism in 
britain); profesional 
model of broadcast 
govermance-formally 
autonomous system 

 Profesionalization  Weaker 
profesionalization; 
instrumentalization 

 Stong 
profesionalization; 
institutionalized self-
regulation 

 Strong 
profesionalization; 
noninstitutionalized 
self-regulation 

Role of the state in 
media system 

Strong state 
intervention; press 
subsidies in frace 
and italy;periods of 
censorship; “savage 
deregulation” (exept 
frace) 

Strong state 
intervention but 
with protection for 
press freedom; 
press subsidies. 
Particulary strong in 
scandinavia; strong 
public-service 
broadcasting 

Market dominated 
(except strong 
public broadcasting 
in britain ireland) 
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Table 4.2 the three models: political system characteristics 

  Mediterranian or 
polarized pluralist 
model  

 North/central 
european or 
democratic 
corporatist model 

 North atlantic or 
leberal model 

   France, greece, italy, 
portugal, spain 

 Austria, belgium, 
denmark, finland, 
germany, 
netherlands, norway, 
sweden, switzerland 

 Britain, united states, 
canada, ireland 

 Political history; 
patterns  of  conflict 
and consensus 

 Late democration; 
polarized pluralism 

 Early democration; 
moderate pluralism 
(except germany, 
austria pre-1945)  

 Early 
democratization; 
moderate pluralism 

 Consensus or 
majoritarian 
goverment  

 Both  Predominantly 
consensus 

 Predominantly 
majoritian 

 Individual vs organized 
pluralism 

 Organized pluralism; 
strong role of political 
parties 

 Organized pluralism; 
history of segmented 
pluralism; democratic 
corporatism  

 Individualized 
representation rather 
than organized 
pluralism (espencially 
united states) 

 Role of the state  Dirigisme, strong 
involvement of state 
and parties in 
economy; periods of 
authoritarianism, 
strong welfare state in 
france, italy 

 Strong welfare state; 
significant 
involvement of state 
in economy 

 Liberalism; weaker 
welfare state 
particularly in united 
states 

Rational legal 
authorisy 

Weaker 
development of 
rational legal 
authority (except 
frace); clentelism 

Strong development 
of rational-legal 
authority 

Strong development 
of rational-legal 
authority 

 

Of this book we will explorer each in detail, showing it’s inner logic and historical evolution. 
We have  identified the three models both by the geograpical region element of the political 
system. Table 4.1 focuses on the media system and table 4.2 summaries relevant 
characteristics of the political system and political history. 

We will argue that these models identify patteras of development that are both coherent 
and destinet, and that the share many important characteristicts. Nevertheless, it is 
important to keep in mind that these are “ideal types”. 

The tables, in particular, are extreme simplifications, affected in part by the simple need to 
fit the information on single pages. We hope they will be useful to the reader in getting an 
overview of the framework we are proposing. 
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Aparticularly media history, marked by dramatic ups and downs in the development of the 
mass-circulation press. Belgium might be said to have important similarites with the 
mediteranian countries on certain dimension-the relatively strong involvement of political 
parties in public broadcasting, for example. Sweden might be said to have certain 
similarities with the liberal system. 

The placements of the individual countries represent our tentative judgment about their 
similarity or difference from the ideal types represented by the three models. Germany, for 
example, shares many characteristics with the other countries we have classified as 
democratic corporatis. 

It is also important to keep in mind that the media systems of individual countries are not 
homogeneous. Actually countries theme selves are not homogenous. Many, for example, 
are characteristized  by regional variatians in both media and political systems rest of 
canada or spain, and the history, current economy and political culture, and media markets 
of northern and southern italy are very different. 

Finally, it is important to keep in mind that media systems are not static, but caracterized by 
substantial historical change. These historical changes are not easy to represent on the 
tables presented here, but they will be a central focus of the chapters that follow. 

With those qualifications, here summaries of the principal characteristics of the three 
models, focusing first on media system characteristics and second on the political context in 
which they developed. 

The mediteranian or polarized pluralist model is characterized by an elite-oriented press 
with relatively small circulation and a corresponding centrality of elektronic media. Freedom 
of the press and the development of commercial media industries generally came late. 

The north/central european or democratic corporatist model is characterized by early 
development of press freedom and the newspaper industry, and very high newspaper 
circulation. This political press coexisted with the comercial press through much of the 
twentieth century, though by the 1970s it was fading. 

The north atlantic or liberal models, similar to the democratic corporatist model, is 
caracterized by early development of press freedom andd the mass-circulatetion press. 
Liberal institutions of course developed relatively early in these societies, where the role of 
the market is traditionally strong and the role of the state relatively limited, though more so 
in the united states then the others. 

There are at least three major points of parsons’s thought that have been aplplied by his 
followers to media analysis. First parsons points out the importance of the evolutionary 
process: from an original unity of functions, societies progress to a condition of 
specialization. Second, the in creased spesialization of functions requires integrative 
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mechanisms to interconnect different subsystem. Third, differentiation increases the 
adaptiveabilities of each subsystem, and there fore of the whole society. 

Another influential version of differentiation theory iss that of niklas luhmann. Public 
opinion, luhmann argues in a well-known paper bearing that title, must be conceived 
functionally as a means to select themes around which public discussion will be focused. 

Alexander analyzes the development of news media in western society-focusing particularly 
on the united states and france-as a process of progressive differentiation of media from 
other social bodies. The media must be seen not only as part of a process of democratic 
competition bat also as a part of this structure of power. Alongside the convensional 
wisdom about the liberal models, there is also a tendency for media critics in aech system to 
believe that the grass is surely greener on the other side of the fence. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter we have introduced the three models that will structure our discussion of the 
eighteen countries whose media systems form the empirical basis for this book. In part II, 
we will explore in detail the logic and distorical evolution of the three models, the 
connections between the media system and political system variables that can be seen in 
these patterns of development, and the ways in which particular countries do or do not fit 
the three models. 
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